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Embedding Human Expert Cognition into
Autonomous UAS Trajectory Planning
Pritesh Narayan, Patrick Meyer and Duncan Campbell, Member, IEEE
Abstract—This paper presents a new approach for the in-
clusion of human expert cognition into autonomous trajectory
planning, for Unmanned Aerial Systems (UAS) operating in low
altitude environments. During typical UAS operations, multiple
objectives may exist, therefore the use of Multi-Criteria Decision
Aid (MCDA) techniques can potentially allow for convergence to
trajectory solutions which better reflect overall mission require-
ments. In that context, additive Multi-Attribute Value Theory
(MAVT) has been applied to optimize trajectories with respect
to multiple objectives. A Graphical User Interface (GUI) was
developed to allow for knowledge capture from a Human Decision
Maker (HDM) through simulated decision scenarios. The expert
decision data gathered, is converted into value functions and
corresponding criteria weightings using UTility Additive (UTA)
theory. The inclusion of preferences elicited from HDM data
within an Automated Decision System (ADS) allows for the
generation of trajectories which more closely represent the
candidate HDM’s decision preferences. This approach has been
demonstrated in this paper through simulation using a fixed wing
UAS operating in low altitude environments.
Index Terms—Unmanned Aircraft, Unmanned Aerial System,
Trajectory, Autonomous, Multi-Criteria Decision Aid, UTility
Additive theory.
I. INTRODUCTION
UNMANNED Aerial Systems (UAS) have been employedin a diverse range of military applications to date.
With respect to civilian applications, geographically sparse
countries, such as Australia, have considerable potential for
utilization of UAS in asset management, search and rescue,
remote sensing operations and atmospheric observation [1].
However, seamless operation of UAS platforms within the
National Airspace System (NAS) is required to ultimately
realize this potential [2].
From a regulatory perspective, demonstrating an Equivalent
Level Of Safety (ELOS) to that of a human piloted aircraft will
be one of the requirements for the integration of Unmanned
Aircraft (UA) into the NAS [3]. Most literature indicate
that this capability can be realized through the inclusion of
intelligent control architectures [4], [5].
Intelligent control architectures [5] are hierarchical method-
ologies which allow for the automation of aspects of UAS
operations which would otherwise require a human in the
loop. This research component focuses on the automation of
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the trajectory planning aspect of intelligent control systems.
Trajectory planning is the generation of feasible collision free
flight tracks. In the presence of communications failures, the
inclusion of automated trajectory planning processes can allow
for the UAS to safely continue autonomous operations even
at lower altitudes where terrain must be treated as a hazard.
Automating the trajectory planning process is however, non-
trivial and some challenges include: incorporation of complex
platform dynamics, trajectory optimization to meet mission
objectives, and the guarantee that the generated solution is col-
lision free. Additionally, during typical manned and unmanned
operations, multiple mission objectives may exist. These ob-
jectives can include platform safety (collision avoidance and
consideration of platform constraints); successful completion
of the mission; minimizing fuel, time, and/or distance; or
minimizing deviation from the current flight track. These
mission objectives are discussed in further detail in Section III.
The application of Multi-Criteria Decision Aid (MCDA)
techniques [6] can potentially allow for convergence to a
solution which better reflects overall mission requirements.
Alternatively, continuous missions where UA are used in a
coordinated fashion (e.g. to provide sensor coverage for mobile
ground nodes) are not considered here, as sensor modeling is
outside the scope of this research.
Even with greater levels of autonomy present onboard, due
to the potential risks of platform failure, UAS operations are
expected to be continuously monitored by Human Decision
Makers (HDMs) at the ground station. Franke [7] states that
with increasing levels of autonomy onboard, UAS operators
move away from direct control of the platform towards a
management by exception control paradigm. Management by
exception occurs when the UAS performs planning and exe-
cution and informs the HDM of its current and future actions.
The operator has the option to veto or override the current
plans and revert to a lower control paradigm if required.
It is important to note, that during the decision making
process, the HDM will apply the operator’s own values,
priorities and preferences for a given decision problem [8].
Different human operators may possess varying viewpoints
on whether a given solution is acceptable or to be vetoed.
The analysis of expert decision data gathered from a set
of human operators may provide a deeper understanding of
objectives considered and the preferences they apply during
the decision making process. Incorporating this information
into a multi-criteria optimization process can potentially allow
automated trajectory planners to better encapsulate mission
criteria considered by supervising HDMs [7].
This paper presents a new method for the encapsulation
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of the preferences of a human pilot, through multi-criteria
trajectory planning for autonomous UAS. An outline of au-
tomated trajectory planning approaches and related work is
given in Section II. Section II also outlines the candidate
trajectory generation process, where the solution is generated
through the concatenation of primitives through the application
of Manoeuvre Automaton (MA) theory. Section III provides an
overview of the Multi-Criteria Decision Aid (MCDA) process
in context with the research problem. Section IV then presents
the application of the MCDA process to the current research
problem to formulate preferences from HDM decision data.
Simulation results presented in section V, demonstrate how
the inclusion of the human expert decision data can allow
for the generation of feasible trajectories which encapsulate
aspects of the candidate decision maker’s preferences. Finally,
conclusions are presented in Section VI.
II. AUTONOMOUS TRAJECTORY PLANNING OVERVIEW
The implementation of an automated trajectory planning
system onboard UAS platforms has the benefit of overcoming
potential ground station link issues. This allows for continued
autonomous UAS operations in cluttered environments, even
in the presence of communications link failures. However,
automating the trajectory planning process is non-trivial and
some challenges include: incorporation of complex platform
dynamics and trajectory optimization to meet given mission
requirements.
The inclusion of vehicle dynamics during the trajectory
planning process, allows for the generation of flight trajectories
which take platform constraints into account. Vehicle dynam-
ics are used to calculate the performance envelope representing
a set of bounds on the UA during flight, which if exceeded,
can result in platform instability.
A. Flight trajectory representation
Flight trajectories can be represented through a variety of
methods, including, spline based or geometric approximations.
Polynomial or spline based techniques [9], [10] place control
points in a particular order to generate the desired trajectory.
Geometric based techniques require the concatenation of air-
craft flight manoeuvres to form a smooth flight track [11],
[12], [13], [14].
The actuator control power available on fixed wing plat-
forms is finite; this leads to a transient period where the vehicle
does not remain in a state of equilibrium while the platform
transitions between different states of trim. While the platform
remains in a state outside equilibrium (trim conditions), atti-
tude rates will be non-zero. During periods when the platform
is not in a state of equilibrium, the trajectory planner must
account for platform attitude rates as a component of the
overall aircraft performance envelope. A candidate method
which allows for the inclusion of attitude rates as a component
of overall performance bounds is Manoeuvre Automaton (MA)
theory [15], [16].
B. Manoeuvre automaton theory
MA theory, proposed by Frazzoli et. al. [15], [16] is an ap-
proach for the efficient solution of motion planning problems
for time-invariant non-linear, dynamical control systems with
symmetries, such as UA’s. MA is a hybrid representation of
the dynamics of a vehicle, consisting of a finite collection of
two types of motion primitives: trims and manoeuvres. Trim
primitives represent the vehicle during a state of equilibrium
whilst manoeuvre primitives characterize the vehicle operating
outside a state of equilibrium. At each point in time the
vehicle is either in a trim condition or performing a manoeuvre
between two trim conditions [17].
The following section provides a brief overview of trim and
manoeuvre primitive representation for fixed wing UA. For a
detailed overview of MA theory and primitive representation,
refer to [16], [17].
1) Trim primitive representation: The hybrid represen-
tation consists of a continuous UA state s(t) or (s),
where s = ([position], [attitude], [attitude rate], speed) =
([x(t), y(t), z(t)], [φ(t), θ(t), ψ(t)], [φ˙(t), θ˙(t), ψ˙(t)], u0) and
predefined q (e.g. coordinated turn). The initial platform
state s(ti) = si reaches a final state s(tf ) = sf due to the
execution of a given q and corresponding jump time τq (where
τq ∈ [0, tf − ti]); this can be represented as [17]:
sf = si + τq s˙q
tf = ti + τq
(1)
where s˙q is the time rate of change of the aircraft’s contin-
uous state variables (e.g. due to the execution of a coordinated
turn primitive).
Using MA theory, trim primitives for fixed wing platforms
can be generated by placing the body fixed roll ˙(φ) and pitch
˙(θ) rates to zero and maintaining a constant speed (u0), roll
(φ) and pitch (θ) angle for the duration (τ ) of the primitive
execution.
Trim primitives were generated in simulation within the
MATrix LABoratory (MATLAB) programming environment
using a six Degree of Freedom (DOF) flight dynamics model
based on the Aerosonde Unmanned Aircraft (UA) dataset
(available in the Aerosim blockset). Six predefined trim prim-
itives have been implemented in simulation including: cruise,
coordinated turn, climb, descent, helical climb and helical
descent. Let q = {q1, q2, ..., qn} represent the set of trim
primitives.
2) Manoeuvre primitive representation: During the execu-
tion of a manoeuvre primitive, the UAS does not have to
remain in a state of equilibrium. For a fixed wing platform,
the body fixed attitude rate constraint applied is (φ˙, θ˙) =
(φ˙max, θ˙max). In this paper, manoeuvre primitives are em-
ployed to connect two trim primitives, if required (i.e. (φ, θ)i
6= (φ, θ)q) (Figure 1).
C. Generating feasible trajectories through concatenation
A smooth, nominal, feasible and collision free trajectory
is required for safe guidance of the UA from its current
state to the desired goal state. The final trajectory is formed
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Fig. 1. Visual representation of trim primitive concatenation with inclusion
of attitude rate constraints through inclusion of manoeuvre primitive
through sequential concatenation of selected trim primitives
and corresponding manoeuvre primitives, if required, where
each trim primitive selected for execution can be considered
as a stage. For example, Figure 1 presents the concatenation
of left and right coordinated turn trim primitives, where the
inclusion of a manoeuvre primitive allows for consideration
of platform attitude rate constraints. Concatenation without
optimization, may lead to the generation of trajectories which
do not accurately represent mission objectives, thus a decision
strategy is required to generate trajectories which best meet
one or more mission criteria.
Dynamic programming (DP) [18] has been previously em-
ployed in related research [15], [17], [19] for the optimization
of feasible trajectories generated through the application of
MA theory. DP is a sequential optimization method which
finds the least cost (optimal) solution from a set of alternative
solutions. To guarantee that the optimal solution is found, the
DP algorithm must consider all possible alternatives across all
stages.
In comparison to the application of DP to trajectory plan-
ning with respect to a generic graph search implementation,
the current UA position can be treated as the current node.
Each possible state the platform can reach through the exe-
cution of currently stored trim primitives must be treated as
neighboring nodes. Expanding each neighboring node would
cause the algorithm to grow exponentially in computational
complexity for each additional stage considered in the overall
optimization process [20].
To decrease the computational complexity and resulting
time to plan, Frazzoli et. al [15], [16] apply a hybrid ar-
chitecture to the motion planning problem for rotary aircraft.
The hybrid architecture involves integration of DP (optimized
over single stage) with other optimization algorithms such
as Rapidly exploring Random Trees (RRT) [15] and Model
Predictive Control (MPC) [17].
The research presented in this paper uses the DP search al-
gorithm but limits the search to single stage optimization. This
converts the DP algorithm to a greedy search implementation,
which essentially chooses the trim primitive, trim execution
time and manoeuvre execution time with the least cost for the
each stage in a sequential manner. The UAS position after
execution of the optimal trim primitive is taken as the next
node for expansion, and continues until the goal is reached.
Executing a DP search algorithm iteratively over a single
stage without explicit consideration for future stages ensures
that the computational complexity and resulting time to plan
remain comparatively small. However, not considering all
stages during the optimization process means that global
trajectory solution optimality and completeness cannot be
guaranteed.
Global path solution optimality and completeness can be
guaranteed through the application of an intelligent control
architecture with a mission/path planning layer which uses
a deterministic search algorithm to generate an optimal set
of waypoints from the current position to the goal [20]. In
addition, during operations in dynamic and partially known
environments, a greedy motion planning implementation must
suffice as it most likely, will not be possible to find a global
trajectory solution due to limited environment representation.
D. Summary of findings
This section presented the generation of feasible trajectories
for fixed wing platforms using MA theory. Planning in 3D
environments was possible through the formulation of com-
mon aircraft flight manoeuvres. Attitude rate constraints were
included through the inclusion of manoeuvre primitives to
allow for increased trackeability.
Single stage DP optimization was selected for the generation
of trajectories in a computationally efficient manner. However,
it was found that research applying MA theory [15], [17], [19],
[21] did not consider HDM’s decision preferences during DP
optimization.
As trust has an influence on the operator’s reliance on
automation [22], operating at higher autonomy levels [23]
will require the HDM to have a sense of confidence that the
automated onboard systems are making correct decisions [24].
During the decision making process, the HDM will apply the
operator’s own values, priorities and preferences for a given
decision problem [8]. Furthermore, different human operators
may possess varying viewpoints on whether a given solution
is acceptable or should be vetoed.
The following section investigates application of MCDA
methodologies to represent HDM and mission requirements
more accurately during the generation of feasible trajectories
based on MA theory.
III. MCDA STRATEGY
Many problems can be solved through the application of
decision analysis and decision aid techniques. The decision
aid process guides the HDM with finding the most appropriate
solution from a given set of alternatives. Each alternative will
have one or more characteristics (criteria) which represent dif-
ferent dimensions in which an HDM can view the desirability
of a given alternative by.
During the course of flight operations, the pilot/UAS op-
erator may have to consider multiple criteria in order to
achieve mission success. Examples of mission criteria gen-
erally include: achieving the mission goal/s; safety of the
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vehicle, the environment and the public at all times; mission
efficiency (minimizing time, fuel, and/or cost); and/or limiting
operations to below or above a specified altitude ceiling.
Mission objectives and their priorities can dynamically change
at any point during UAS operations (at the discretion of the
mission commander).
Decision making during autonomous trajectory planning
requires the selection of the most suitable feasible collision
free trajectory with respect to one or more criteria. Gigerenzer
et al. [25] have shown that HDMs do consider multiple criteria
during real-life decision making processes. Therefore, the
use of MCDA methodologies during autonomous trajectory
planning may allow for convergence to a solution which better
reflects overall mission requirements. The following section
presents an overview of MCDA techniques.
A. MCDA overview
MCDA is a category of decision aid methods in which de-
cisions are formulated through the comparison of alternatives
with respect to multiple criteria. Many MCDA techniques [26]
have been published to date which can be used to determine
the most suitable alternative, or to sort or rank a set of
alternatives. MCDA techniques can roughly be divided into
two categories: on the one hand additive Multiple Attribute
Value Theory (MAVT) [27], [28], which aims at aggregating
the multiple points of view into a unique synthesis criterion,
and, on the other hand outranking methods [29] which aim
at comparing the decision alternatives pairwisely and accept
incomparability.
MCDA allows for the encapsulation of the HDM’s decision
style through the inclusion of preference information and a
relevant set of criteria. Preference information can take various
forms, among which, for example, is the relative importance
of each criterion to the HDM. The capture of these human
preferences is called preference elicitation and depends on the
HDM’s individual decision experiences and training that they
may have received. The following section presents a generic
overview of the MCDA process and its use in the context of
automated flight operations.
B. MCDA process
The MCDA process requires the implementation of algo-
rithms which attempt to mimic aspects of the HDM’s decision
making style and take into account their preferences. Classi-
cally, an MCDA process can be divided into the following four
steps [30]:
1) Determining the relevant criteria and alternatives;
2) Evaluating the alternatives on all the criteria;
3) Eliciting the HDM’s preferences related to the current
decision problem;
4) Combining the evaluations and the preferential informa-
tion to solve the decision problem and produce a decision
recommendation.
In the sequel we detail each of these steps in our context.
1) Determining relevant criteria and alternatives: The DP
algorithm is applied to this research for optimal trajectory
selection, but the search is limited to single stage only. Opti-
mization using DP search over one stage involves selection of
the optimal trim primitive (q) and corresponding jump time or
primitive duration (τq) from a predefined set of trim primitives
(q) and possible jump times (τ q) for each stage in an iterative
manner. Let τ q = {τq,1, τq,2, ..., τq,i} ∈ [0, tf − ti] represent
the discrete possible set of possible jump times for each q.
Each discrete τq , for a given q, can be represented as a
unique decision alternative, as it will result in a different final
state if executed. Let A be the set of such alternatives (a visual
representation of an example A is presented in Figure 4). A is
dependent on the number of q within the automaton and the
number of discrete τq samples (iq) representing each q. Thus,
the total number of alternatives for (m) trim primitives is:
Total Alternatives =
m∑
n=1
i(qn) ∀qn ∈ q (2)
The criteria represent different dimensions with which an
alternative can be viewed by. In literature, it was found that
Frazzoli et. al [15] applied two such criteria: minimizing
euclidean distance between current UA state (sp) position
(xp, yp, zp) or (p), and goal state (sg) position (xg, yg, zg) or
(g) (criterion crit||g−p||); and minimizing platform yaw (ψp)
and goal yaw (ψg) angles (criterion crit|∆ψ|) during optimal
manoeuvre selection.
If crit||g−p|| and crit|∆ψ| do not completely encapsulate the
HDM’s decision strategies, then the inclusion of additional cri-
teria allows the onboard trajectory planner to take into account
certain aspects of the mission which cannot be considered
using only the current two criteria. In the presence of external
disturbances, execution of turns with higher bank angles (even
if within performance bounds) places the platform at higher
risk of instability [31]. One aspect of platform safety can be
implicitly considered through the inclusion of criterion crit|φ|
which focuses on the minimization of high platform roll angles
(φp).
The second additional (criterion crit|zg−zp|) considers the
minimization of the altitude of the goal (zg) and current state
(zp). For decision scenarios where the goal is not at the same
altitude as the platform, this criterion captures how focused a
HDM is on reaching the required altitude.
2) Evaluating alternatives on all the criteria: In order to
perform decisions on the set of alternatives (e.g. generating
the most appropriate decision or ranking/sorting with respect
to the HDM’s preferences), an evaluation scale needs to
be attached to each of the criteria. Each alternative is then
evaluated by placing a cost to go (from current state to the
alternate state) on all attached criteria.
Whilst Frazzoli has not explicitly defined the criteria applied
in literature [15], crit||g−p|| can be expressed in 3D planning
space as the euclidean distance between the goal (g) and the
current position (p). A lower cost (c||g−p||) is placed on q
which drive the UAS platform closer to the goal (3).
crit|∆ψ| allows for greater control of the heading of the
platform. For this research (ψg) represents the direction to
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next goal. The cost (c|∆ψ|) can be calculated by taking the
absolute difference between the desired (ψd) and absolute
platform headings (ψa). Alternatives with a resulting ψa closer
to ψd will have a lower cost placed on them (4).
c||g−p|| = ||g − p|| ∈ [min
q
||g − pq||,max
q
||g − pq||] (3)
c|∆ψ| = |ψd − ψa| ∈ [0, pi] (4)
The evaluation of crit|φ| has been performed by placing a
greater cost (c|φ|) on trim primitives which are executed with
higher roll angles (5). Finally, a lower cost (c|zg−zp|) is placed
on trim primitives which decrease the relative vertical distance
between the platform altitude (zp) and goal altitude (zg) for
crit|zg−zp| (6).
c|φ| = |φ| ∈ [0, φmax] (5)
c|zg−zp| = |zg − zp| ∈ [minq |zg − zpq |,maxq |zg − zpq |] (6)
Each candidate HDM may have their own perception of the
relative importance of each criteria and thus the desirability of
the alternatives presented. If an automated onboard trajectory
planner applies multiple criteria without accounting for the
relative importance placed on each criteria by the candidate
HDM, the trajectory solution maybe quite different from what
the UAS operator expects. The following section provides an
overview of methods present in literature which formulate
preferences through the analysis of HDM decision data.
3) Eliciting the HDM’s preferences related to the current
decision problem: This elicitation can be performed either by
questioning the HDM directly on the values of the various
preferential parameters, or by extracting this information via
a disaggregation technique from an order on some alternatives
which the HDM is able to express.
To capture such expert knowledge in a direct way, one can
use the MACBETH technique (Measuring Attractiveness by a
Categorical Based Evaluation Technique) [32]. MACBETH’s
goal is to build a cardinal scale measuring the attractiveness
of options through a learning process involving an interactive
software. The HDM is asked to perform qualitative pairwise
comparisons regarding his preferences between various evalu-
ation levels and express himself on a scale reaching from very
weak to extreme.
A well-known disaggregation approach is UTA (UTilite´ Ad-
ditive) [33]. Here the HDM is tasked first with ranking a few
well-known alternatives. Linear Programming (LP) techniques
are then used to perform an ordinal linear regression in order
to determine a preference model which is consistent with
the HDM’s overall preferences. Both MACBETH and UTA
approaches generate value functions and weighting vectors
which correspond to the HDM’s preferences. These can then
be used in additive MAVT based decision algorithms. UTA has
been selected as the candidate method for the conversion of
HDM decision strategies to preference parameters as it allows
for more intuitive capture if the alternatives are presented to
the HDM visually through a Graphical User Interface (GUI)
(Figure 5).
Let A be the set of alternatives and J = {h1, . . . , hn} be
the set of n criteria where h1 = crit||g−p|| etc.. Each criterion
can be seen as a real-valued function on the set A. Let h(a) be
the vector of evaluations of alternative a of A on the criteria
of J . The criteria aggregation model in UTA is assumed to be
an additive value function of the following form:
ν(h(a)) =
n∑
i=1
wiνi(hi(a)) ∀a ∈ A (7)
where νi(hi(a)) (i = 1, . . . , n) are real-valued functions
called marginal value functions which are normalized between
0 and 1, wi is the weight of criterion i, and ν(h(a)) is
the overall value function. A higher value of νi(hi(a)) is
associated with a better alternative on criterion i.
In UTA, the ranking given by the HDM on a subset of
alternatives is transformed into a set of linear constraints on
ν, which are added to the UTA disaggregation LP (see [33]
for further details). The objective of this LP is to minimize the
gap between the initial ranking given by the HDM and the one
produced by the aggregation model. The output of the UTA
LP is a set of value functions and associated weights which
represent the HDM’s preferences, based on the input ranking
that they have provided.
4) Determining a ranking of the alternatives: In order to
determine which alternative is the most attractive for the HDM,
a ranking of all the alternatives is computed. This allows the
HDM direct access not only to the “best” solution, but to the
remaining solutions and corresponding rankings.
The aggregation technique used here is based on additive
MAVT and requires the value functions and the weights
obtained by the UTA technique. Consequently, the aggregation
formula (7) is applied on the set of feasible alternatives. Thus,
each of the alternatives gets an overall value, to rank them
from the most attractive to the least attractive one.
C. Summary of findings
This section presented a brief overview of MCDA and
outlines the MCDA process to generate feasible trajectories
which applied aspects of candidate HDMs decision styles.
Alternatives were defined as unique feasible sampled states
which could be reached by the UAS platform. Criteria rep-
resented different dimensions with which a HDM could view
the desirability of each alternative by.
The UTA disaggregation technique was selected to formu-
late preference information to represent HDM preferences and
priorities for each criteria. An additive MAVT decision strat-
egy would then be applied to incorporate HDM preferences
during the aggregation of value functions representing mission
criteria.
The following section details the application of the proposed
MCDA process to the current research problem to generate
trajectory solutions which more accurately represent HDM and
mission objectives.
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IV. APPLICATION OF THE PROPOSED MCDA PROCESS TO
THE CURRENT RESEARCH PROBLEM
This section applies the MCDA process to the current
research problem to formulate preferences which represent
HDM’s mission priorities. The following section details the
HDM data capture process.
A. Expert knowledge capture and decision modeling strategies
One way of viewing the trajectory planning problem using
single stage optimization is that the candidate HDM is pre-
sented with unique decision scenarios, where the HDM must
select the most appropriate trajectory segment in an iterative
manner until the mission is completed. During trajectory
selection, HDMs’ preferences may vary depending on the
decision scenario presented to them, for example, individual
HDM may have a different set of preferences in mind when
the UA is closer to the goal as opposed to decision scenarios
where the UA position is farther from the goal.
1) Decision Scenarios: A decision scenario can be defined
as the relative difference between the goal and UA position
(xg−xp, yg−yp, zg−zp) or (xg−p, yg−p, zg−p), and the rela-
tive orientation of the UA with respect to the desired direction
at the goal (ψd). The goal (next waypoint) is represented as
a spherical region with radius Rg to ensure that a tolerance
is provided for more practical waypoint capture during online
planning (Figure 2).
The inclusion of attitude rate constraints through manoeuvre
primitives results in unique A for a given φp; the effect of
attitude rates is more pronounced on A of shorter duration
(τq) (Figure 4). Thus, each unique decision scenario can be
represented as (xg−p, yg−p, zg−p, ψd, φp). Figure 2 shows an
example decision scenario presented to the candidate HDM.
Fig. 2. Example decision scenario presented to HDM
The capture of HDM decision data for each unique decision
scenario only provides a discrete snapshot of the candidate
HDM’s decision preferences. To perfectly model a HDM’s de-
cision style, would require the HDM completing an extremely
large (approaching infinity) set of unique decision scenarios;
this is not feasible. Thus, a sampled set of unique scenarios
(which represent a discrete approximated subset of unique
decision scenarios) are presented to the HDM via the GUI
during data capture.
The decision scenario set is pseudo-randomly selected;
this enables consistency during decision analysis, as different
HDM’s are presented with the same decision sets during
data capture. Furthermore, increasing the number of decision
scenarios in the sampled set also increases the overall decision
scenario resolution.
One hundred and twenty unique decision scenarios are
completed by each HDM to form a bank of decisions. The
decision scenario set is separated into five subsets of 24
decision scenarios; this allows HDMs to complete the decision
scenario set over several sessions (Table I). Each subset cap-
tures the HDM’s preferences when the UA requires climbing,
maintaining altitude or descending to reach the goal position.
At each altitude level (zg−p), 2D goal location (xg−p, yg−p),
and ψd are pseudorandomly generated to capture the HDM’s
preferences for different goal states. Figure 3 presents an
overlay of all decisions scenarios presented to the HDM in
subset 1.
TABLE I
DECISION SCENARIO SET SEPARATED INTO FIVE SUBSETS
Subset φp (max(xg−p),max(yg−p)) (zg−p) ψd
Radians (metres, metres) metres Radians
1 −pi/3 (100,100) (-20,0,20) [0:pi/4:2pi]
2 pi/3 (100,100) (-20,0,20) [0:pi/4:2pi]
3 0 (100,100) (-20,0,20) [0:pi/4:2pi]
4 0 (400,400) (-80,0,80) [0:pi/4:2pi]
5 0 (1000,1000) (-200,0,200) [0:pi/4:2pi]
Fig. 3. Overlay of decision scenarios presented to HDM in decision subset
1
2) Alternatives: Alternatives represent unique current plat-
form states (sp) which can be reached by the UA from the
initial state (si) through the execution of a predefined q and
corresponding τq , whilst taking into account UA dynamic
constraints. Applying MA theory, A is generated through the
discretization of trim primitives (q) (representing common
fixed wing aircraft flight manoeuvres) and executed over a
set of possible jump times (τ q). The trim primitives include
straight and level flight, climb, descend, coordinated turn,
helical ascent and helical descent manoeuvres.
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The Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) [34] lists the
typical maximum value of platform wingload factor as 3.8.
This research applies a more conservative arbitrary value of 2.2
resulting in a maximum bank angle (φmax) of approximately
61◦ and a minimum stall speed (Vstall) of 29 m/s during
coordinated turns; all trim primitives are executed at a constant
velocity of 30 m/s. The maximum angle of climb (γmax) for
the aerosonde flight model at 30 m/s is approximately 7.5◦.
The alternative set (A) consists of 516 unique states (during
data capture), generated through the discretization of platform
dynamics. Flight manoeuvres are discretized by applying a
sampling resolution to φp and γp of 10◦ and 7.5◦ respectively;
this results in 39 trim primitives manoeuvres (Figure 4).
Setting maximum duration (τmax) of primitives to allow the
platform to perform a complete coordinated turn provides
the HDM with a broader range of alternatives to select
from, but also results in longer trim primitives if φp is low.
Additionally, τq is adjusted proportionally to ||g−p|| to ensure
that alternatives scale with the euclidean distance between
waypoints. Finally, a variable primitive sampling rate assures
that the distance between alternatives along each primitive is
less than the diameter of the region of tolerance encompassing
the goal.
Fig. 4. Alternatives generated for decision scenario 1 (Table II)
Each HDM is sequentially presented with decision scenarios
and tasked with selecting what they consider to be the most
suitable trim primitive to execute for each particular scenario.
Whilst research has been conducted into the development of
Human Machine Interfaces (HMIs) and Heads Up Displays
(HUDs) to improve the supervision and control of UAS [35],
[36], [37], no relevant research regarding data capture of HDM
decisions for trajectory planning was found. In order to elicit
human expert decision preferences, a GUI was developed
to generate a set of simulated decision scenarios, and to
capture the corresponding candidate HDM’s decision patterns.
The following section provides an overview of the GUI’s
development and functionality.
3) Graphical User Interface: The GUI was developed us-
ing MATLAB’s GUI Design Environment (GUIDE). This GUI
did not explicitly apply UA HMI development methodologies,
rather it was iteratively improved through HDM feedback
during functionality testing.
Figure 5 presents the GUI, where components are repre-
sented in a different colours, to further highlight their position
on the GUI. The screen component presents the HDM with
the current decision scenario and automaton. Desired primitive
selection is performed using the select policy button, where
the HDM cycles through trim primitives using navigational
buttons and adjusts the primitive length using a slider function.
Additional information is also available to the user including;
UA state information, primitive type, and absolute and relative
(to goal) position information. Climb, constant altitude and
descent primitives are also presented in different colours to
provide greater clarity when the HDM transitions between
decision scenarios of different altitudes.
The HDM decisions are then used to form preferences, for
inclusion into an additive MAVT based Automated Decision
System (ADS), that generates trajectories which incorporate
aspects of HDM decision strategies. The following section pro-
vides an overview of the formulation of preferences through
the application of UTA theory to the current research problem.
B. Preference formulation using UTA
UTA is applied to all decision sets completed by the HDM
to form a selectable bank of preference data. The following
sections present three experiments on three different problem
formulations. A least cost formulation (LC-2) represents the
inclusion of crit||g−p|| and crit|∆ψ| with equal preference
weighting as the reference solution. UTA-2 represents the
inclusion of crit||g−p|| and crit|∆ψ| where UTA is applied
to generate value functions and weighting values using the
candidate HDM’s decision data. UTA-4 describes the inclusion
of all four criteria presented in Section III-B1 where value
functions and weighting values are again generated from
candidate HDM decision data using UTA.
1) LC-2: An ADS applying the LC-2 decision algorithm
generates trajectories where crit||g−p|| and crit|∆ψ| are given
equal preference. The costs c||g−p|| and c|∆ψ| can be equiva-
lently represented as value functions ν(||g − p||) and ν(|∆ψ|)
respectively (8)(9).
ν(||g − p||) = 1−
(
c||g−p||
maxq
(
c||g−p||
)) (8)
ν(|∆ψ|) = 1−
(c|∆ψ|
pi
)
(9)
LC-2 may not accurately represent mission requirements as
the candidate HDM may have their own perceptions on which
criteria’s are relevant to the current mission scenario and the
preference given to each relevant criteria.
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Fig. 5. Graphical User Interface developed for HDM data capture
2) UTA-2: UTA theory is applied to the HDM decision sets
to generate value functions and weighting values for crit||g−p||
and crit|∆ψ| which provide a mathematical representation of
the HDM’s decision style for each given scenario. Figure 6
shows the value functions generated using UTA theory for
the sample decision scenario (Figure 2) when crit||g−p|| and
crit|∆ψ| are applied. Note that the weighting value is embedded
within each value function (the maximum value of the value
function corresponds to the weight coefficient of Formula 7).
Fig. 6. UTA value functions (UTA-2 with HDM 2 dataset) representing
HDM preferences for sample decision scenario (Figure 2)
3) UTA-4: In order to investigate if the inclusion of ad-
ditional criteria can allow UTA to represent HDM decisions
with further accuracy, UTA-4 applies two additional criteria
(crit|φ| and crit|zg−zp|) during preference formulation using
UTA theory. Figure 7 shows the value functions generated
using UTA theory for the sample decision scenario (Figure 2)
when the two previous and two additional criteria are applied.
The following section compares UTA-4 and UTA-2 against
LC-2 (reference least cost solution) to investigate the HDM de-
cision modeling accuracy of UTA theory using HDM datasets
captured.
C. Accuracy of UTA
This section presents the results of the statistical analysis
performed to quantify the accuracy of UTA in modeling HDM
decisions. The ADS completes the same decision scenarios as
the HDM using UTA-4, UTA-2 and LC-2 algorithms. The
primitive types, number (m) and samples per primitive (i)
applied during ADS decision making are listed in Table II.
The alternative set (3900 alternatives) is sampled at a higher
resolution than during data capture (516 alternatives) to reduce
the possibility of aliasing during collision detection.
The decision sets computed by the ADS are compared
against the HDM decisions in pairwise fashion to determine
the mean (µ) relative difference between HDM and ADS
decisions, with respect to four comparisons. The notation used
in this section to represent the µ of the relative difference
between HDM and ADS decisions, with respect to four
comparisons is presented in Table III.
If the mean of the relative difference between the HDM
and ADS decisions (for the comparisons) is zero, then the
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Fig. 7. UTA value functions (UTA-4 with HDM 2 dataset) representing
HDM preferences for sample decision scenario (Figure 2)
TABLE II
PRIMITIVE TYPE, NUMBER AND SAMPLES PER PRIMITIVE APPLIED
DURING ONLINE SIMULATIONS
Primitive Type Primitive No. (m) Primitive Samples (i)
Straight and Level 1 100
Coordinated Turn 12 100
Constant Climb 1 100
Helical Climb 12 100
Constant Descend 1 100
Helical Descend 12 100
ADS is generating decisions which are the same or simi-
lar to the HDM, for the given decision scenario set [38].
Thus, the null hypothesis (H0) for this statistical analysis
can be stated as, the mean difference between HDM and
ADS decision values (for each comparison) are equal (i.e..
TABLE III
NOTATION USED IN THE REPRESENTATION OF µ RELATIVE DIFFERENCE
BETWEEN HDM AND ADS DECISIONS
Comparison between Notation Notation
HDM and ADS positions (long) (short)
µ euclidean distance µ(||p(HDM) − p(ADS)||) µ(∆p)
µ ψ µ(|ψ(HDM) − ψ(ADS)|) µ(∆|ψ|)
µ φ µ(|φ(HDM) − φ(ADS)|) µ(∆φ)
µ relative altitude µ(|z(HDM) − z(ADS)|) µ(∆z)
H0 : ∆µ = µ(HDM)−(UTA−4) = µ(HDM)−(UTA−2) =
µ(HDM)−(LC−2) = 0).
Figure 8 presents the mean value for each comparison,
computed for all decision scenarios. The application of UTA-2
generated decisions which had lower µ(∆p), µ(∆ψ), µ(∆ψ),
and µ(∆z) in comparison to the automated generation of
decisions using LC-2 . This implies that crit||g−p|| and crit|∆ψ|
are relevant and considered by the HDM during the decision
making process. Additionally, the inclusion of additional cri-
teria (UTA-4) resulted in comparisons having lower means
than UTA-2. As µ(HDM)−(UTA−4) < µ(HDM)−(UTA−2) (for
almost all comparisons), the following sections will focus
on comparing the relative means of µ(HDM)−(UTA−4) and
µ(HDM)−(LC−2) to determine if UTA-4 accurately models
aspects of the HDM decision preferences.
Fig. 8. Average error comparison between human and automated trajectory
decisions for all decision sets
Whilst µ(HDM)−(UTA−4) < µ(HDM)−(LC−2) for all com-
parisons, it cannot be stated with confidence that the ADS with
UTA-4 closely models HDM decisions for the given decision
scenario set. One statistical test to compare multiple means
and determine if the means are not significantly different
is ANalysis Of VAriance (ANOVA). However, an ANOVA
test is limited in that it can only confirm if one of the
comparative means is significantly different, but not which
one [39]. Tukey’s Honestly Significant Difference (HSD) test
is one post-hoc analysis which can be applied to the ANOVA
results, to determine which means are significantly different
from the reference mean (µHDM ).
A One-way ANOVA with Tukey’s HSD post-hoc analysis
is performed to determine if a significant difference exists
between the reference mean (µHDM ), and the means of UTA-4
(µUTA−4) and LC-2 (µLC−2) decisions (for each comparison).
Tukey’s HSD test applies Confidence Limits (CL’s) on each
difference of mean (∆µ) where the CL is the product of the
Studentized Range Statistic (Q) and Standard Error (SE) (10).
∆µ± CL = µHDM − µADS ± (Q× SE) (10)
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SE is calculated by dividing the Mean Standard Deviation
(MSD) from the ANOVA results by the square root of the
number of decision scenarios (N = 120) attempted by each
HDM. The critical value of Q is calculated to be 4.12 using the
studentized range statistic table with the following parameters
(Number of means (K = 3), Degrees of Freedom (DF =
(K × N) − N = 357), and rate of Type I error (α = 0.01)
A lower value of α results in a more conservative (larger Q
value) bounds for a smaller risk of Type I error (incorrect
rejection of H0). Table IV presents the application of Tukey’s
HSD formula to determine which means (for each comparison)
are significantly different from µHDM .
The results of Tukey’s HSD test (Table IV) indicate that
there is not a significant difference between means for ∆p,
∆φ, and ∆z comparisons for HDM 2 and 3, and the corre-
sponding UTA-4 decision sets. Thus, UTA-4 closely matches
aspects of HDM 2 and 3’s decisions preferences for the given
decision scenario set. Further analysis of the individual HDM
2 and 3’s offline decision set shows how the UAS platform is
expected to perform during autonomous operations with the
inclusion of HDM preferences.
1) HDM 2 offline decisions: Figure 9 presents a box plot
comparing the absolute median platform φ values for HDM
2, ADS UTA-4 and ADS LC-2 decisions. HDM 2 generally
executed flight manoeuvres where φ ∈ [20◦, 40◦] (Figure 9).
The ADS with the inclusion of HDM preferences (UTA-4)
executed primitives within a similar range to HDM 2. The
LC-2 formulation does not explicitly take φ limitations into
account, subsequently the ADS using an LC-2 optimization
had greater variance in the roll angle range of the primitives
executed (Figure 9).
Based on the results of Tukey’s HSD test, it is expected
that UTA-4 using HDM 2’s decision data will not periodically
execute manoeuvres with higher roll angle values unlike the
ADS using an LC-2 optimization (Figure 10). This is desired
as the execution of flight manoeuvres with higher wing loading
values has a greater possibility of platform instability [31].
Fig. 9. Box plots comparing UAS platform φ for offline trajectories selected
by HDM 2, ADS LC-2 and ADS UTA-4 decisions
2) HDM 3 offline decisions: Figure 11 presents a box plot
comparing the median |zg−zp| values for HDM 3, ADS UTA-
4 and ADS LC-2 decisions. All data points greater than one
Fig. 10. Tukey’s HSD test results for |φ(HDM) − φ(ADS)| comparison
between HDM 2, UTA-4 and LC-2 decisions
and half times the inter quartile range from each respective
median were classified as outliers.
HDM 3 selected flight manoeuvres where a greater prefer-
ence was placed on minimizing the altitude of the platform zp
with respect to the goal altitude zg . Since LC-2 only considers
altitude minimization as a component of crit||g−p||, it was
found that LC-2 optimization had greater variance during
offline simulation in comparison to the HDM and UTA-4
trajectory solutions (Figure 11).
Based on the results of Tukey’s HSD test, it is expected
that UTA-4 with the inclusion of HDM 3’s decision data
is more likely to generate trajectories with lower |zg − zp|
values in comparison to the ADS using an LC-2 optimization
(Figure 12). This reflects on the candidate HDM’s preference
on maintaining a similar altitude to the goal which can be
beneficial for certain missions e.g. airborne surveillance or
video capture.
Fig. 11. Box plots comparing UAS platform |zg−zp| for offline trajectories
selected by HDM 3, ADS LC-2 and ADS UTA-4 decisions
D. Summary of findings
This section presented the application of the MCDA process
to the current research problem. The expert knowledge capture
process was outlined where the HDM uses a GUI to select the
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TABLE IV
∆µ FOR ALL COMPARISONS AND HDMS USING TUKEY’S HSD FORMULA
HDM
Comparison ||p(HDM) − p(ADS)|| |ψ(HDM) − ψ(ADS)| |φ(HDM) − φ(ADS)| |z(HDM) − z(ADS)|
Against ∆(mean) Significant ∆(mean) Significant ∆(mean) Significant ∆µ Significant
ADS ±CL Difference ±CL Difference ±CL Difference ±CL Difference
1 UTA4 173.6± 97.75 Yes 33.44± 13.21 Yes 23.80± 9.66 Yes 15.29± 8.82 YesLC2 280.6± 97.75 Yes 58.53± 13.21 Yes 39.54± 9.66 Yes 22.65± 8.82 Yes
2 UTA4 55.27± 60.90 No 11.08± 7.28 Yes 1.61± 2.99 No 14.27± 14.51 NoLC2 136.9± 60.90 Yes 23.70± 7.28 Yes 5.85± 2.99 Yes 22.77± 14.51 Yes
3 UTA4 66.86± 76.59 No 12.90± 9.64 Yes 4.02± 5.62 No 6.65± 8.17 NoLC2 183.4± 76.59 Yes 39.63± 9.64 Yes 12.51± 5.62 Yes 13.72± 8.17 Yes
4 UTA4 113.2± 76.10 Yes 22.17± 9.72 Yes 9.48± 6.48 Yes 12.74± 8.68 YesLC2 219.7± 76.10 Yes 48.51± 9.72 Yes 22.29± 6.48 Yes 26.10± 8.68 Yes
Fig. 12. Tukey’s HSD test results for |z(HDM) − z(ADS)| comparison
between HDM 2, UTA-4 and LC-2 decisions
most desirable alternative from a set of alternatives for each
unique decision scenario presented. UTA theory was applied to
form HDM preferences from the decision data captured. The
HDM preferences were applied to the ADS to automate the
generation of trajectory decisions which encapsulated aspects
of the candidate HDM’s preferences. A One-way ANOVA
with Tukey’s HSD post-hoc analysis was applied to determine
how closely the ADS with UTA-4 encapsulates aspects of the
HDM’s decision preferences.
It was found that the ADS with the inclusion of HDM
preferences, generated decisions which were closer to the
HDM decisions captured using the GUI implementation (Fig-
ure 8). Furthermore, the results of Tukey’s HDS test showed
that the difference betweens µ(HDM)−(UTA−4) for HDM 2
and 3 is not significantly different for µ(∆p), µ(∆ψ), and
µ(∆z) comparisons. Potential reasons for UTA-4 not closely
matching decisions of HDM 1 and 4 include; additional criteria
considered by HDMs 1 and 4 which are not defined in this
research and the representation of HDM preferences as linear
functions only.
The following section demonstrates the inclusion of HDM
preferences to generate trajectories which encapsulate aspects
of the candidate HDMs decision preferences, in low altitude
flights through simulated 3D environments.
V. RESULTS
This section presents the automated generation of feasible
trajectories through the concatenation of primitives using MA
theory (Section II-B). The automated process mimics aspects
of the HDM decision process through the inclusion of pref-
erences formulated using UTA theory from HDM expert data
captured.
A. Simulation setup
A 3D terrain environment (Figure 13) was setup in MAT-
LAB to simulate mission scenarios where the UAS assignment
includes, safe and efficient navigation through a set of globally
optimal mission waypoints [40]. The simulation has been
performed on a computer with an Intel Core 2 quad core
processor operating at 2.8 GHz to simulate how the inclusion
of human expert data to the motion planning problem can lead
to the generation of UAS flight trajectories which encapsulates
aspects of the HDM decision process.
The ADS is tasked with generating an optimized, feasible
and collision free trajectory through all mission level way-
points until the goal is reached (Figure 13). The waypoints can
either be selected by the user, or provided by an automated
mission planner. We use a near globally optimal multi-criteria
mission planning solution by Wu [40] for the low altitude
trajectory planning results in simulated environments.
Fig. 13. Simulated mission environment with waypoints (terrain simulation
1)
The ADS generates a set of alternatives for each stage by
selecting the number of primitives (m) and the samples per
primitive (i) (Section III-B1). A large set of alternatives pro-
vides a greater number of final states which the platform can
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reach and a higher resolution of the region within the platforms
performance bounds. Consequently, a large set of alternatives
requires a greater computational effort and subsequently a
longer time to plan. Table II lists the primitive types, (m)
and (i) applied during online trajectory planning.
B. Preference selection during online planning
During online trajectory planning, the automated decision
algorithm compares the current online decision scenario to
the set of decision scenarios presented to the candidate HDM
offline (Figure 3). A least squares formulation (13) is applied
to map the HDM preference data for the offline decision sce-
nario which most closely matches the current online decision
scenario.
The least squares formulation minimizes the
normalised difference between the current online
(xg−p, yg−p, zg−p, ψd, φp)ON and all offline decision
scenario sets (xg−p,yg−p, zg−p,ψd,φp)OFF. Let the
normalised terms be defined as (xˆ, yˆ, zˆ, ψˆ, φˆ) and
the set of offline decision scenarios be defined as
OFF = {OFF1, OFF2, ..., OFFN}. Terms xˆ, yˆ, zˆ can
be normalised in the following manner. For example, in the
case of xˆ where N Offline decision scenarios are available
and i ∈ {1, ..., N}:
xˆi =
∣∣x(g−p)ON − x(g−p,i)OFF ∣∣
maxOFF
(∣∣x(g−p)ON − x(g−p)OFF∣∣) (11)
The terms ψˆ and φˆ can be normalised in the following
manner:
φˆi =
mod 2pi
∣∣φpON − φp,iOFF ∣∣
maxOFF
(
mod 2pi
∣∣φpON − φpOFF∣∣) (12)
ψˆ is not included in the least squares formulation as
it adds bias during long range mission planning where
distance between waypoints is the same as, or exceeds
maxOFF (||xg−p,yg−p, zg−p||)OFF. The least squares for-
mulation for N offline scenarios where i ∈ {1, ..., N} is:
LSQRi = min
i
(√
(xˆ)i
2
+ (yˆ)i
2
+ (zˆ)i
2
+ (φˆ)i
2
)
(13)
Preferences are extracted from the HDM offline decision
scenario with the lowest least squares formulation value
(LSQRi). The ADS then selects q and corresponding τq
values by applying the selected HDM preferences (represented
as weighted value functions) to the weighted sum formulation
(7). The execution of q and with a corresponding τq allows
for the calculation of the next platform state (sf ). This process
occurs iteratively until a trajectory computed reaches sg; the
location of current waypoint (Wk). After reaching the current
waypoint (designated as the local goal), the ADS updates
sg where sg = Wk+1. The ADS performs this process in
an iterative manner until the UA has traversed across all
waypoints sequentially and reaches the destination.
The following section presents the results of the online
simulations where the automated trajectory mimics aspects
of HDM decision styles through the inclusion of preferences
formulated using HDM decision data via UTA theory.
C. Simulation results
For the inclusion of collision avoidance during 3D trajectory
planning using MA theory, the terrain map data is used to cull
trim primitives which are below a specified terrain height,
at the given grid location (Figure 14). This ensures that an
optimized collision free trim primitive can be selected for
each stage from the remaining collision free set of primitives.
Each stage represents a new trim primitive segment, where
the concatenation of all stages forms the overall trajectory
generated by the ADS.
The automated LC-2 solution is used as a reference and
compared to the solution generated by the ADS with the
inclusion of the candidate HDM’s decision patterns through
UTA theory. The comparative trajectory applies the candidate
HDM’s decision style through the inclusion of HDM prefer-
ences formulated using UTA-4.
Fig. 14. UAS platform altitude during simulation (UTA-4 with HDM 3
dataset) (terrain simulation 1)
1) Terrain Simulation 1: HDM 3’s dataset was applied to
UTA-4 and compared to the reference solution generated by
LC-2 (Figure 15). Analysis of HDM 3’s offline dataset showed
that the HDM placed a greater preference on minimizing
crit|zg−zp| (Figure 11). Subsequently, during online trajectory
planning in simulated environments, UTA-4 generated colli-
sion free trajectories which had lower |zg − zp| on average
than LC-2 (Figure 16).
2) Terrain Simulation 2: HDM 2’s dataset was applied to
UTA-4 and compared to the reference solution generated by
LC-2 (Figure 17). HDM 2 preferred to minimize platform φ
variance during the offline simulation set (Figure 9). LC-2 has
a higher preference for crit|∆ψ| which leads to the selection
of manoeuvres which exhibit a low c|∆ψ| (4). This can result
in the selection of primitives on the edge of the platforms
wing loading performance bounds as LC-2 does not explicitly
consider crit|∆φ| during optimization. This can be viewed in
Figure 18 where LC-2 exhibits higher maximum φ values than
UTA-4.
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Fig. 15. Comparing trajectories from LC-2 solution and UTA-4 with HDM
3 dataset (terrain simulation 1)
Fig. 16. Comparing UAS platform ∆Altitude at goal for LC-2 solution and
UTA-4 with HDM 3 dataset (terrain simulation 1)
VI. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS
This paper presented a new approach for the inclusion
of human expert cognition into an autonomous trajectory-
planning algorithm for Unmanned Aerial Systems (UAS). Col-
lision detection methods were applied to ensure feasible safe
trajectories could be generated in low altitude environments
with terrain present. Expert decision data was gathered using a
Graphical User Interface (GUI), allowing for the quantification
of the human decision making process. Aspects of human
cognition were applied to MA theory to generate feasible 3D
collision free trajectories which were optimized to generate
similar decisions with respect to the candidate HDM during
autonomous operations.
It has been demonstrated that HDM decision preferences
can be better represented in automated trajectory planning
systems through the inclusion of HDM decision data through
the application of UTA MCDA techniques. It is expected that
better encapsulation of HDM decision styles may increase
the HDM’s sense of trust with onboard automated planning
systems, and subsequently, increase the acceptance of the
autonomous trajectory solution. Future work could be con-
ducted to quantify the increase in acceptance of the automated
trajectory solution by the candidate HDM. One method for
quantifying acceptance could be measuring how often a HDM
Fig. 17. Comparing Trajectories from LC-2 solution and UTA-4 with HDM
2 Dataset (terrain simulation 2)
Fig. 18. Comparing UAS Platform Mean and Maximum φ (per stage) for
LC-2 solution and UTA-4 with HDM 2 Dataset (terrain simulation 2)
vetos the automated trajectory solutions presented to them.
Using automated decision algorithms which apply human
expert decision preferences may also result in increase con-
fidence in UAS operations over populated regions and po-
tentially bring civilian UAVs closer to being operated au-
tonomously in the NAS.
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